
Mentoring Workshop 

Why Join the Mentoring Workshop? 

This workshop is an invaluable opportunity for those looking to become mentors within MSF. It's designed to 

prepare new mentors by providing an in-depth understanding of mentoring, including its history and ethics. 

Participants will gain practical skills essential for starting, managing, and concluding mentoring relationships 

effectively. This workshop is accredited by European Mentoring and Coaching Council (EMCC) 

What is Done in the Workshop? 

Participants will be introduced to the basic principles and definitions of mentoring and coaching within MSF. 

The workshop includes daily content and activities accessible via the online course, with synchronous sessions 

conducted on Zoom. Facilitators guide participants through the learning process, focusing on building, 

maintaining, and closing mentoring relationships, understanding the digital ecosystem, and utilizing mentoring 

tools. 

For Whom is the Workshop? 

The workshop is tailored for individuals within MSF who aspire to become mentors. It's ideal for those 

committed to understanding the roles, responsibilities, and ethics involved in mentoring.  

REQUIREMENTS 

Mentors are accepted in the pool for: 

• Their relevant field experience with MSF 

• The leadership qualities they demonstrate. 

• Their ability to develop others. 

• Their motivation and commitment to serve as mentors for a minimum of two years. 

• MSF EXPERIENCE IN THE FIELD 

• 2 years or 4 missions minimum in one or more of the positions/deputy positions that the 

programme supports.  

Note.: (Requirement may differ from different OCs and MSF section). 

 

Selection of participants is done through the Mentoring Focal Persons of the different programs. Depending on 

your affiliation you will find the contact person and email address in the table below for more information or 

to apply for a workshop. 

 

Ready to become mentor? Click here to start your journey. 

If you have specific enquiries contact the Mentoring program managers accordingly to your affiliation: 

Most affiliated to Contact person Email address 

OCA Judith Harleman oca.mentoring@amsterdam.msf.org 

OCB Wiet Vandormael mentoring-ocb@brussels.msf.org 

OCG Barbara Rusch Coaching-Mentoring-OCG.GVA@geneva.msf.org 

OCP Stéphanie Michel Nilles ocp.mentoring.coaching@newyork.msf.org 

OCBA Gosia Kopica Gosia.KOPICA@barcelona.msf.org 

MSF Canada Joël Teurtrie mentoring@toronto.msf.org 

Intersectional Field 
Comms 

Irene Jancsy irene.jancsy@vienna.msf.org 

International 
Fundraising 

Letizia Galli letizia.galli@rome.msf.org 

Mentoring for Board 
members 

Mansoor Ali mansoor.ali@oslo.msf.org 

Mentoring for 
GD/Asso 

Miroslav Ilic miroslav.ilic@oslo.msf.org 
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